Parks and Amenities Map - Navigation Help

Map Navigation Tips - Mobile device/Smart phone

- A home link is located at the end of each section’s detail that will take you back to the top.
- To move location to location – swipe either left or right. (Facilities are alphabetical)
- Zoom in to reveal features at the location
  - To zoom in, spread your fingers
  - To zoom out, pinch your fingers together
  - To pan the map, touch, hold and drag map to the desired location
  - The home button on the screen in upper left corner will take you back to your starting point.
- To reveal legend, simply tap on it. Tap again to collapse
- To see details of the facility click on ‘tap for details’.
- To select a feature from the map, touch the feature with your finger.
  - The map may several layers for each feature.
  - Use ‘>’, ‘<’ arrows in upper right corner of popup to see additional layers if available
  - To close pop up, click on ‘X’ located in upper right corner of the popup

Map Navigation Tips – Desktop

- A home link is located at the end of each section’s detail that will take you back to the top.
- You can select a facility on the left side of the screen. Facilities are listed by community parks, neighborhood parks and schools
- The left side of the screen will show the amenities, the right will be the map
- Zoom in to reveal features by using ‘+’ or ‘-’ keys or your mouse
- To reveal legend, simply tap on it. Tap again to collapse
- Click on amenity for pop up information and schedule, click on ‘X’ to close popup